
           
 
Christian abortion story offers compassion vs. condemnation during 
turbulent times for U.S. abortion laws 
 
This new memoir breaks the silence on second trimester abortion and is being 
warmly received across Christian faith denominations.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Natty’s Pond is a true story of surviving a second trimester abortion of a wanted pregnancy that was 
deemed “medically advisable” due to poor fetal prognosis. The consequences of this decision were 
unexpected, grave, and altered the course of the author’s life and health for twenty years. This tender 
story poignantly illustrates the life-altering post-abortive symptoms which can protract the grief process. 
The book is profoundly honest about how shame is often magnified within the church, leaving parents 
of the unborn alone in their pews, dealing with anxiety, depression, PTSD, and other spiritual 
roadblocks. Today the author finds herself profoundly changed on the topic of abortion. This memoir 
offers hope for the silent sufferers and bridges important gaps between those who have endured 
abortion and those who can only imagine.   
 
Jenny Foster is a seasoned human resources and corporate employee benefits professional who has 
been an insatiable writer all her life. She has served as a professional public speaker and field educator 
and co-authored a technical human resources textbook. Jenny graduated from University of California, 
Davis with a Bachelor of Science in Psychology. Natty’s Pond, her first memoir, has been embraced by 
many from the pro-life movement and abortion recovery ministries. She lived a lifetime in the beautiful 
Pacific Northwest, and now makes her home in Houston with her husband and beloved Frenchie Pug.  
 
Order Natty’s Pond today for a compelling, and contemplative read. The author welcomes 
book reviews, blog articles, interviews, and speaking engagements. 
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“Riveting, sensitive, personal, relatable, unforgettable. An important contribution to 
our understanding of decisions on abortion and its life-changing impact on women 
and families.” Betty McDowell, Vice President, Affiliate Services, Heartbeat 
International 
 
“Natty’s Pond is a courageous memoir which everyone should read, whether or not 
you are suffering from the aftermath of abortion.” Kathy Collard Miller, 
international speaker, and award-winning author 
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